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About Us01.1

Doppl Inc. is a vertically-integrated, end-to-end smart sensor (IoT) solutions provider

Who We Are

Doppl Inc. designs, manufactures, and sells premium smart sensor solutions for industrial applications, including 

hazardous locations. Our team prioritizes design and quality above all else and provide business owners peace of 

mind that their company is run efficiently.

What we do

Doppl is derived from the "Doppler effect", a phenomenon that dictates the pitch of sound waves in relation to an 

observer. Like this effect, Doppl aims to reduce the inconsistentcy of assets you are misplacing in relation to their 

distance from your operations.

How we got here



To Strengthen Every Business With Innovative, Reliable, and Cost-Effective Smart Sensor Technology.

Our Mission

We strive "To Make Life Simpler And Safer. For Everyone.”

Brand Promise

Our team is composed of ambitious individuals who are driven to make a positive change in the world using innovative 

smart sensor technology.

Our People

Because it just makes sense.

Tagline

We design and manufacture industrial-grade, long-lasting products and intuitive software solutions. We want our clients 

to have less headaches and more time to focus on their business. No matter what company size, we propose various 

types of partnerships and agreements, so that all companies can implement and benefit from our products and services

Our Strategy
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We are a B2B company 


Catering to other B2B businesses and mid size to small B2C 


Our B2B TA are the 20% of the companies that dominate the 80% of the market

Our Target Audience

Portable Toilets (producers, sellers, renters)


Waste management


Construction


Oil & Gas

Target Industries

The B2B target audience is long-term buyers. Since they’re making larger purchases 

that require more maintenance and updates, relationships are usually stronger.

We commit to forming long-lasting and meaningful relationships with our prospective 

clients, based on mutual respect and transparency.
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DURABILITY. RELIABILITY.  EFFICIENCY. 



Our hardware is built to last using premium materials to ensure product DURABILITY.


We use only state-of-the art components, cutting-edge technology, and proven electronics for greater RELIABILITY.


We aim to provide technology and solutions to make people's lives easier and safer. This is how we understand EFFICIENCY.
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DURABILITY. RELIABILITY.  EFFICIENCY. 



We create products and services to make other people's lives easier, 

safer, and more efficient. In our communication we are clear and to the 

point, speaking the language that our clients will easily understand 

while staying professional and respectful . We communicate 

complicated technology in a professional yet friendly manner. We use 

intelligent humour to convey messages about our products and 

services, while forming an emotional connection in consumer's mind 

with the help of video and audio content. We use print, digital, video, 

text and audio tools for promotion. Our brand merchandise and sales 

materials are always of the highest quality.

Brand Communication Tone of Voice

We use humour, allegory, and metaphors to convey brand 

message, but in a smart and clever kind of way.



We do not use negativity to build up our brand. We avoid 

negative connotations and things like negative reverse selling.



We are not arrogant or pushy. We build our credibility based 

on trust, transparency and mutual respect and understanding.


We commit to forming long-lasting and meaningful relationships with our prospective clients, based 

on mutual respect and transparency.
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Our technology is easy to understand, use and 
manage, but impactful



It creates added value for our clients and their 
customers



We support our clients at all stages of involvement 
so that they know they can always count on us

We are modern, up to date, but not too much futuristic to seem odd


We are innovators in our field and experts in IoT solutions


We are serious and professional, but easy-going 


We form meaningful relationships based on mutual respect

Brand Territory
Technology | Innovation | Expertise | Smart Solutions | Business Optimization | Customer Service
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Our Logo and Use of Logo02.1

Our corporate logo is an important part of our brand. It 

represents our identity and is a valuable piece of intellectual 

property. 



It represents everything what we stand for: connecting 

elements in this world in a smart and more efficient way.

The following pages outline how the Doppl brand is best represented in all media.
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Logo02.2



Logomark02.3



Colours03.

F1F4F8 F8F8FB FFFFFF

373B531D57A5 15315D 87A1C1

Dark blue is used to represent elegance, authority, and intelligence. All traits 

supporting our promise in providing high quality smart products you trust 

and rely on.

Core

FDC9543587F5 F2AC57

FF7171C1D0DF 1BC88D

Bright, lightly contrasted primary colours were used 

for the colour scheme to provide a clean feel to UI 

elements

Accent



SemiBold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Regular

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Download 
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Inter Inter

Google Fonts

Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Typeface04.1

Aa

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Inter


Heading H1

Heading H2

Heading H3

Type Scale04.2

Heading H4

Heading H5

Heading H6

This is a paragraph with size 16px font. The default 

standard on web for paragraphs. The line spacing is 

set at 160% to make everything more readable.

Download 
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Inter 

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Inter


Other Formats05.1



Imagery06.1



Icons07.1



Patterns08.1

Doppl Wave Doppl Wave w/ Dropoff



Things not to do09.1

Changing the size relationships Changing the proportions (stretch or 

shrink). Dimensions must remain as 

outlined in section 02.

IoT Solutions

IoT Solutions

Overlap items or place extra 

decriptions to close.

Change the spatial relationships. The 

Doppl mark is meant to be either to 

the left of Doppl, or on it’s own.



Things not to do09.2

Reverse the logo colours. Place on an angle.

Doppl.

Change the typeface.

Black MutedPrimary

Changing the colour. The Doppl logo 

is versatile, but to an extent. Only 

, , or .



Things not to do09.3

Do not use black on primary. The 

contrast is too high.

Do not use on busy background 

images. The logo becomes invisible.



Our Brand In print10.1

Pranay Ramash
President & CEO

+1 (306) 979-3544

pranay@doppl.ca

www.doppl.ca
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